
Photometri study of FU Orionis and EX Lupitype starsStoyanka Petrova PenevaInstitute of Astronomy and NAO, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes, BG-1784, So�aspeneva�astro.bas.bg(Summary of Ph.D. Dissertation; Thesis language: BulgarianPh.D. awarded 2012 in the Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes)The studies of the photometrial variability of Pre-Main Sequene stars(PMS) stars are very important for the understanding of the stellar evolu-tion. The main purpose of the dissertation is investigation of the relationshipbetween photometri variability of FU Orionis and EX Lupi type stars andproesses of interation of PMS stars with irumstellar environments andirumstellar disks. Beause only a small number of FUors and EXors havebeen deteted so far, photometri and spetral studies of these variables areof a great interest.Four objets of that type - namely: V733 Cep,V1735 Cyg, Parsamian21 and GM Cep were seleted for photometri monitoring. Their historial
BVRI light urves were onstruted using new data from CCD observationssupplemented with data from the photographi plates arhives.Our photometri observations were performed at two observatories withthree telesopes: the 2-m Rithey-Chretien-Coude and 50/70/172 m Shmidttelesopes of the Rozhen National Astronomial Observatory (Bulgaria) andthe 1.3-m Rithey-Chretien telesope of the Skinakas Observatory of the In-stitute of Astronomy, University of Crete (Greee). The photometri BV RIdata that we present were olleted from 2002 to 2011. Aperture photometrywas performed using DAOPHOT routines. In order to failitate transforma-tion from instrumental measurement to the standard Johnson-Cousins systemat least 15 stars in the �eld of eah studied objet were alibrated in BV RIbands. Calibration frames were obtained during fourteen lear nights with the1.3-m RC telesope of the Skinakas Observatory. Standard stars from Landolt(1992) were used as referene.To onstrut the long-time light urves of the objets, a searh for arhivalphotographi observations in the photographi plate olletions all over theworld was made using the Wide-Field Plate Database. The digitized platesfrom the Palomar Shmidt telesope, available via the website of the SpaeTelesope Siene Institute, are also used. Aperture photometry of the digi-tized plates was performed with DAOPHOT routines.Our photometri study has allowed us to lassify V733 Cep as a FUorvariable. The long-time light urve of V733 Cep is similar to the light urvesof other FU Orionis objets. An outburst in the optial light and a slow risein brightness during the period 1971-1993 are well doumented. During theperiod 1993-2004, V733 Cep exhibited its maximum brightness and the am-plitude of the observed outburst exeeded 4.m5 (R). The BVRI photometridata imply that from February 2007 to Otober 2009, a slow derease inbrightness of the star was observed. The observed evolution of V − I olorindex also suggests that V733 Cep is urrently fading. V733 Cep is presentlythe FUor objet with the longest time of inrease in brightness and probablythe �rst found to have an approximately symmetrial light urve.Bulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(3), 2012



104 S. PenevaThe available photometri data for V1735 Cyg are not enough at presentto determine the time of rise to the maximum brightness, but the rate ofderease in brightness is de�nitely similar to that observed in other FUors.The data from photographi observations of V1735 Cyg from 1986 to 1992show a strong light variability. Suh hange of the photometri ativity duringthe period of setting of the brightness was not observed in the other FUorobjets. The analysis of existing photometri data shows a very slow dereasein star brightness � 1.
m
8 (R) for 44 years period.The data from our photometri observations show that V1735 Cyg andParsamian 21 must be added to the group of long-lived FUors and that thetime-sale of the FUor phenomenon must be muh longer than the assumedin previous studies.Our photometri observations of GM Cep during 2.5 years period showthat the star spends muh more time in high-brightness level than in low-brightness level. A high amplitude variations 2.m3 (V), typial for the ClassialT Tauri and two deep minimums in brightness are observed. The analysis ofolleted multiolor photometri data shows the typial of UX Ori variablesolor reversal during the minimums in brightness. Comparing our results withresults published in the literature, we onlude that hanges in brightness ofGM Cep are aused by superposition of both: (1) magnetially hanneledaretion from the irumstellar disk, and (2) oultation from irumstellarlouds of dust.During the photometri monitoring of V733 Cep and V1735 Cyg we foundthree variable stars unknown to the present. BV RI light urves and olor-magnitude diagrams of the newly disovered variables are onstruted.ReferenesPeneva, S. P., Semkov, E.H., 2008, BlgAJ,10,29 - 36Peneva, S. P., Semkov, E.H., Stavrev, K. Y, 2008, Ap&SS, 323, 329-335Peneva, S. P., Semkov, E. H., 2010, IBVS, No. 5939, 1-4Peneva, S. P., Semkov, E. H., Munari, U., Birkle, K., 2010, A&A, 515, A24Peneva, S. P., Semkov, E. H, Stavrev, K.Y, 2010, BlgAJ, 14, 79-87Semkov, E.H., Peneva, S. P., 2008, IBVS, No. 58310


